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It was a busy month for the teqball family, headlined by the launch of FITEQ’s new global
CSR programme entitled Table of Peace. The peace through sport initiative was launched
in Djibouti during the Teqball Roadshow, which is now in full swing as FITEQ looks to
accelerate National Federation development. FITEQ was also focused on the final preparations for the launch of para teqball, with President Gábor Borsányi sharing a preview of
the upcoming milestone. Meanwhile, the National Challenger Series continued as players
around the world looked to secure their place in the 2021 Teqball World Championships.
#WorldIsCurved #StaySafe #StayTeq

FITEQ President Gábor Borsányi:
I want teqball to be judged by its level
of inclusivity
FITEQ President Gábor Borsányi has revealed that the Official
Rules and Regulations of Para Teqball will be launched in the
coming weeks, kick-starting the journey of discovering teqball’s
elite level parasport athletes.

FITEQ launches Table of Peace
programme
FITEQ has launched a new global CSR programme under the
banner Table of Peace as part of its ongoing commitment to
contribute to a brighter future through sport by using teqball
to support communities all around the world.

Csereklye’s surprise win over Blazsovics
keeps World Championships qualification
race alive
The World Number 30 Martin Csereklye caused an impressive
upset over World Number 2 Adam Blazsovics in Round 3 of the
National Challenger Series in Hungary (20-21 February).

FITEQ launches Teqball Roadshow to
accelerate National Federation
development
FITEQ has launched a Teqball Roadshow, which will see FITEQ
representatives travel to over 30 countries in five continents in
the coming months. The Roadshow began on 19 February and
will be led by FITEQ General Secretary Marius Vizer Jr.

Sri Lanka’s teqball journey is about
more than just sport
Teqball is on the rise in Sri Lanka, with the country’s National
Teqball Federation showing excellent leadership as it looks to
build awareness of the sport across the country and give more
people the chance to play the world’s fastest growing sport.

Faultless Fam and a Diaz double catch
the eye in eventful weekend action
Senegal’s Mame Cheikh Fam has secured his spot in the
singles and doubles categories of this year’s Teqball World
Championships following a faultless display in Round 4 of the
National Challenger Series (13-14 February).

FITEQ celebrates growth of teqball in
Lunar New Year message
FITEQ wishes the teqball family around the world a happy and
prosperous Lunar New Year. This is a time of celebration and
allows FITEQ to thank all teqers for positively contributing to
the growth of the sport in the past 12 months.

INATEQ embraces FITEQ’s vision of a
more sustainable sporting future
FITEQ is delighted to see the Indonesian Teqball Federation (INATEQ) embracing its vision of a more sustainable sporting future by creating tailored programmes that ensure the teqball
family has a positive impact in local communities.

Asia’s leading teqball nations prepare
to launch National Challengers Series
FITEQ’s National Challenger Series is set to commence in Asia
in the coming weeks as the continent’s leading teqball nations
prepare to host multiple rounds ahead of the Teqball World
Championships later this year.

Teqball Challenger Cups
1st US Beach TeqballL Challenger Cup
Miami Challenger Cup

National Challenger Series
Madagascar Challenger Series - Round 1
Djibouti Challenger Series - Round 1
Madagascar Challenger Series - Round 2
Guinea-Bissau Challenger Series - Round 2
Hungarian Challenger Series - Round 3
Senegal Challenger Series - Round 4
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